
English Overview -  Week beginning 8th June 2020 

 

Greek Myths and Legends 

We are continuing to use Greek myths and legends as our topic and to drive our English 

learning.  A lot of Greek Myths were used to describe and explain ideas about what the 

world should be.  A lot of Greek Myths had strong ideas about Heaven and Hell and also 

about a perfect world called Utopia (pronounced :You – Toe – Pier!) 

 

Monday:  Read the story of Icarus, the boy who flew too close to the sun.  Answer 

the quiz questions about it.  You can write the answers straight into your 

book. 

Tuesday:   Match the pictures to the story.  You will need to read the story again 

carefully.  Each box of text has a picture associated with it.  Can you 

match them up?  The pictures have a letter of the alphabet on them but 

they are not in order!  Can you work it out? 

Watch the story of Icarus on YouTube.  How is it different to the story 

you have read? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3s2QPQnuaGk 

Wednesday:  Heaven and Hell.  A writing challenge for you.  I would like you to think 

about what Heaven would be for you.  You can explain it in words or 

pictures.  Look at the powerpoint and then think about what is your idea 

of Heaven.  We will leave Hell until next week!  Find as many powerful 

adjectives to describe it as you can – all the words will need to be 

positive!  I have attached a word mat.  Go through it and highlight or tick 

all the words that describe something to sound good.  Don’t cross out the 

‘bad’ words, we’ll need them next week for Hell…… 

Thursday: Greek Myth Comprehension.  The story of Arachne (A-rack-knee) 

 This tells the story of another Greek character.  You may well have heard 

a word related to this story – arachnophobia or fear of spiders.  Now you 

will know where that word comes from!  It is quite a tricky 

comprehension so aim for one star unless you are feeling really brave……! 

Friday: For this last half term, instead of doing lots of SPAG sheets, I will just 

send you a little varied test for Fridays.  Test yourself and make a note 

of anything you’re not sure of so you can ask an adult at home or message 

your teacher if you’re not sure. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3s2QPQnuaGk

